LESSON 32 布団のほうが好きです
FUTON NO HÔ GA SUKI DESU

さくら 布団とベッドどちらが好き？ Which do you like better, futons
Sakura FUTON TO BEDDO TO or beds?
アンナ 布団のほうが好きです。 I like futons better.
Anna この布団はベッドよりやわらかいです。 This futon is softer than a bed.
それじゃ、おやすみなさい。 Well, good night.
FUTON NO HÔ GA SUKI DESU.
KONO FUTON WA BEDDO YORI YAWARAKAI DESU.
SOREJA, OYASUMINASAI.
さくら おやすみ。 Good night.
Sakura OYASUMI.

Grammar Tips

① Noun-A TO Noun-B TO DOCHIRA GA Adjective DESU KA
(Which is more __, A or B?)

 ром You ask someone to compare the properties of A with those of B,
you say A TO B TO DOCHIRA GA and after that, you say an adjective, followed by DESU KA.
e.g.) FUTON TO BEDDO TO DOCHIRA GA SUKI DESU KA.
(Which do you like better, futons or beds?)

② Noun-A NO HÔ GA Noun-B YORI Adjective DESU (A is more __ than B)

 ром You compare the properties of A with those of B, you say A NO HÔ GA B YORI
and after that, you say an adjective, followed by DESU.
e.g.) TAI NO HÔ GA NIHON YORI ATSUI DESU. (Thailand is hotter than Japan.)
You can also say, A WA B YORI __ DESU.
e.g.) TAI WA NIHON YORI ATSUI DESU. (Thailand is hotter than Japan.)

Sound Words

FUKAFUKA
It describes how something is soft, fluffy and elastic.

FUWAFUWA
It describes something soft and light.